
SUPERDRAFT FANTASY SUCCESSFULLY
LAUNCHES NEW SUPER 15 GAME

Over 55 Percent of Super 15 Players Have Won Cash Prizes

NEWS RELEASE BY SUPERDRAFT

 SuperDraft Fantasy launched its new game mode, Super 15, at the end of September, kicking off a

new fan-friendly era in daily fantasy sports. From the moment NFL cornerback Richard Sherman

drafted the first-ever lineup on the premiere of PFF’s The Richard Sherman Podcast, Super 15

became open to the public.

SuperDraft is the first-to-market with this game mode aimed at casual sports fans rather than

hardcore daily fantasy players. Since its launch, over 60 percent of active SuperDraft players have

played Super 15, with over 55 percent of those players winning cash.

 

Super 15 is modeled after a popular meme and gives fans the opportunity to draft a

lineup in seconds by selecting from a 5x5 player grid. Richard Sherman drafted the first-

ever lineup on the premiere of PFF's The Richard Sherman Podcast.

Super 15 is modeled after a popular meme and gives fans the opportunity to draft a lineup in

seconds by selecting from a 5x5 player grid. Players have $15 in salary to select 5 players, valued
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between $1 and $5 each by simply tapping each player’s picture in the app. The limited player

pool and easy selection grid makes it a more winnable game for casual fans with a more social

and shareable design.

“Super 15 is the latest example of SuperDraft ’s fan-friendly product innovations. It gets rid of the

spreadsheet look and feel and replaces it with something that actually looks like a game. We’re

proud to create a fantasy game designed for real sports fans, not algorithms,” said Steve Wang,

Founder and CEO of SuperDraft. “It ’s extra special to have a legend like Richard Sherman debut

Super 15 on his PFF podcast to show his fans how fun and easy it is to play.”

SuperDraft launched Super 15 on mobile devices on September 28th and the company plans to

make the game available on desktop in November.

About SuperDraft, Inc.

SuperDraft, Inc. is based in New Hampshire and is focused on paid entry and free to play daily

fantasy in the U.S. via its SuperDraft DFS app available on iOS and Android, as well as desktop and

mobile web. The company has developed several unique game modes and features that appeal

to both casual and hardcore sports fans and fantasy players. With unique game modes like Super

15 and Multiplier, SuperDraft levels the playing field and provides new ways to play and win. The

result is a game that is easier to play and quicker to understand. These daily fantasy sports

contests are legal in more than 35 states with its free contests available in all 48 states. For more

information, please visit www.superdraft.io

About Pro Football Focus

PFF leverages exclusive advanced stats and 0-100 player grades to create premium NFL, NCAA,

fantasy and betting content & tools. All 32 NFL teams and over 100 CFB teams subscribe to PFF.

Prepare for all of your fantasy football drafts and make every in-season roster decision with PFF's

rankings, projections & more. Bet with PFF's NFL Player Props Tool & NFL/NCAA Betting Dashboards

every weekend on PFF.com
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